
Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort 

Wayne (IPFW), recognized the importance 

of investing in digital technology to 

ensure the school remained competitive. 

From updating the school’s learning 

management system (LMS) to outfitting 

faculty with digital devices to help them 

better teach and engage students, 

technology is a top priority at IPFW. 

Digital course materials were already 

being integrated into curriculums, but 

many students waited several weeks 

into the semester to purchase materials. 

This created challenges for faculty and 

limited the amount of content that could 

be covered in class. Also, students who 

delayed purchasing digital course material 

often had trouble accessing materials 

due to multiple sign-in requirements, and 

faculty were forced to take up valuable 

class time to resolve individual issues.

Follett worked with the University and 

Pearson Learning Solutions to implement 

includED to better leverage its LMS  

and ensure a seamless experience  

for students. 

The pilot was offered across ten courses, 

and gave students the opportunity to 

select an includED or regular course 

option at registration. Students who 

selected an includED course section 

received all of their materials as part of 

their registration fees, while students who 

selected a regular section purchased 

all of their materials separately. Once 

registered, students in the includED 

section received instant access to MyLab 

Plus or BryteWave materials through the 

University’s LMS – all before the first day 

of class.
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“The joy of this program is  
I know that on day one of  
class everyone has a book  
and it’s the correct book.”
 DR. JOSH R. GEROW 

Psychology Professor Emeritus  
and Continuing Lecturer,  
Indiana University — Purdue University  
Fort Wayne
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Learn more at follett.com/includED

Student Engagement Increased  
with the includED® program
At Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort Wayne, the includED program leveraged the 

institution’s technology investments and gave students instant access to their digital course 

materials through the Learning Management System.

The includED program solved a pain 

point for faculty, and helped maximize 

the school’s investment in technology. 

Students saved 40% off the cost of new 

textbooks and said includED made it 

easier to access their course materials.

•  Nearly 1,800 students participated 

in the initial pilot, and the University 

projects more than 5,200 students will 

participate in fall 2013.

•  Faculty who taught includED sections 

reported that students were much 

more engaged in class, allowing them 

to teach more in-depth than  

ever before.

•  Customer service calls to the publisher 

regarding login and access issues 

dropped from hundreds per week to 

single digits.

“Follett is becoming more than just a source for 
books. They are a resource for finding, buying 
and using digital course materials. And they are 
in a position to really listen to what educators 
want and what IT needs to deliver the goods.”
 SAMANTHA BIRK 

Associate Director for Instructional Technology 
Indiana University — Purdue University  
Fort Wayne


